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a b s t r a c t

In this work we have carried out a complete set of large scale density functional theory simulations to
characterize the magnetic and mechanical properties of graphene as a function of the monovacancy
concentration. Our simulations on systems with up to a G(30 � 30) cell size where we used several
thousand k-point meshes ewhich make them a challenging computational probleme show a clear
tendency to converge the local magnetic moment of monovacancies to 2 mB in the diluted limit. Our
results confirm that the vacancies experience a Jahn-Teller distortion leading to a 5e9 asymmetric
reconstruction and we find a transition to a more symmetric structure when an external isotropic in-
plane strain beyond the 2% is applied. Regarding the mechanical properties, we conclude that, even
when the presence of monovacancies does not practically affect the in-plane deformations, they induce a
strain field that clearly quenches the out-of-plane vibrations, making the defective sample stiffer than its
pristine version for a low concentration of vacancies. The 5e9 structure, responsible of this strain field,
has been checked to be also stable at room temperature.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene is a promising material due to its outstanding elec-
tronic and mechanical properties [1]. Real materials have defects
which, instead of being a drawback, can be regarded as an oppor-
tunity to tune their properties. Defect engineering in graphene is
nowadays an active and crucial research area [2e8]. Of particular
interest is the influence of defects on both the mechanical prop-
erties and the tuning of electronic and magnetic properties of this
material. Spintronics represents one of the most exciting fields for
possible applications of graphene [2]. Monovacancies (V1), one of
the most common defects on graphene [4], have been proposed to
induce local magnetic moments in this carbon-based material
[9e11]. Furthermore, recent measurements show that the me-
chanical properties are modified in an unexpected way: instead of
contributing to a softness of the material, low concentrations of
vacancies increase the graphene stiffness [12].

The removal of an atom from the graphene lattice leaves three
equivalent C atoms with unsaturated s bonds and the structure of
Te�orica de la Materia Con-
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the V1 could remain in a symmetric arrangement (s�V1). However,
density functional theory (DFT) simulations [4,9e11] predict a
Jahn-Teller distortion by the formation of a soft s bond between
two of the C atoms which leads the V1 to an asymmetric 5e9
reconstruction (a�V1) with a formation energy in the range of
7.3�8.58 eV [4]. On the other hand, classical force fields [4,13] yield
to a symmetric structure and no soft bond is formed due to the
electronic nature of this reconstruction, which this computational
scheme cannot account for.

The V1 have been observed by transmission electronmicroscope
(TEM) studies [6,7,14e16]. Both a�V1 and s�V1 vacancy structures
have been reported [16]. Scanning tunneling microscope (STM)
experiments have also measured V1 on graphite and graphene on
metals [17e19] where the atomic structure is distorted by the
electronic effects but comparison with DFT simulations [18] sup-
port the presence of the a�V1 reconstruction.

According to previous works (see Ref. [2] and references
therein), there are experimental evidences of magnetism in
defected graphene sheets. Supporting these experimental results,
DFT calculations on clusters or small cells (high V1 concentration)
[4,9e11] predict the V1 to be magnetic. The explanation for this
phenomena is straightforward in terms of the electron redistribu-
tion. Among the 3 s electrons that are now unpaired, 2 form a soft
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bond and the other one remains unpaired. There is a semilocalized
p state associated with the V1 which is close to the Fermi level that,
in the case of an isolated V1, could be either unoccupied, occupied
by one electron eferro or antiferromagnetically coupled with the s

electrone or double occupied. Therefore, the local magnetic
moment, adding up the possible contributions from the s and p

states, could be 0 mB es and p single occupied and antiferromag-
netically couplede, 1 mB ewith an unoccupied or double occupied p

state which would not contribute to the magnetic momente or 2 mB
es and p single occupied and ferromagnetically couplede.

However, simulations of point defects in extended systems
computed imposing periodic boundary conditions (PBC), have a
problemwith the size of the cell [20]. In the case of graphene, small
unit cells do not provide a proper description of the charge transfer
from the p states of bulk graphene to the p states of the V1. When
using small cells, the limited number of bulk states that contribute
to the charge transfer results in an artificial over-doping, reflected
in the displacement of the Fermi level with respect to the extended
states that shifts the Dirac point towards higher energies. Moreover,
small cells allow the semilocalized p states of the vacancies to
interact with each other. This spurious interaction contributes to
the displacement and broadening of those defect states. Due to
these effects, previous calculations have predicted the magnetic
moment of a V1 to be <2 mB [11,21e24]. Several works have reported
results showing a reduction of the local magnetic moments upon
cell size increasing [21,24]: they reach cell sizes up to 2.5 nm and it
has been argued that the magnetism due to p orbitals should be
quenched for low V1 concentrations [21]. On the other hand, cal-
culations based on clusters show that the magnetic moment in-
creases upon cluster size, pointing out to a 2 mB moment [24,25].
Therefore, calculations including periodicity seem to produce the
opposite result of cluster based simulations.

We should also highlight that previous theoretical results have
been calculated assuming ideal conditions with isolated and
balanced graphene layers. However, the graphene layers are usually
under strain due to the effect of the substrate or, in general, the
environment. This effect could modify the properties induced by
defects [26].

Regarding the mechanical properties of graphene, it has been
reported that the Young's modulus of pristine graphene is around
1 TPa with an intrinsic breaking strength of 42 N/m [27] and it also
presents a negative thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) [28,29].
Theoretical descriptions [4,30e32] predict a softness of the layer
with the appearance of V1. However, experiments based on atomic
force microscopy (AFM) indentation have shown an increase of
effective Young's modulus up to almost double the value for ideal
graphene when the V1 content is z0:2% [12].

In this work we have performed a complete set of large scale
DFT simulations, with cell sizes in the range of 1.5�7.4 nm, in order
to shed some light on: i) the magnetism of an isolated V1, ii) the
influence of the strain on the magnetic properties of V1, and iii) the
effect of V1 on the mechanical properties of graphene. We have
respectively found: i) a clear tendency of the local magnetization of
a V1 towards a value of 2 mB for the diluted limit, ii) a structural and
electronic transition of the V1 state when it is under an external in-
plane tensile strain beyond the 2% and iii) a correlation between the
strain field generated by the presence of the V1 and the partial
suppression of out-of-plane fluctuations which leads to an
increasing of the effective stiffness of the material for a low con-
centration of these defects.

With that purpose, we first present the methodology used on
the simulations (see Section 2), of great importance given the
crucial good scaling of the code usedwhich enables us to workwith
large system sizes. We then tackle the problem of the magnetism of
V1 on graphene (see Section 3). Next, we show the results of the
study of the V1 local magnetization dependency with an external
in-plane strain (see Section 4). We finally show the strain field
induced by the reconstruction of the V1, which is consistent
regardless of the cell size (see Section 5). We study how this can
affect to the mechanical properties of the sheet analysing both the
in-plane and out-of-plane deformations to correctly address the
source of the stiffness increasing.

2. Methods

The calculations whose results are shown in this paper were
done using the DFT OpenMX (Open source package for Material
eXplorer) code [33,34]. The main advantage of this code, which
uses pseudo-atomic localized basis functions, is that it has been
carefully designed to be a powerful tool in large-scale ab initio
electronic and structural calculations. Its parallelization scheme is
based on a hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach which optimizes not only
the CPU time consumption and scalability of the calculations but
also the memory usage. Thus, systems with a few thousand atoms
can be treated using the conventional diagonalization method. Our
largest simulation performed in the Curie supercomputer was a
G(30 � 30) cell (1800 atoms) with a maximum k-point mesh of
19 � 19� 1 for what 368 MPI and a threading of 8 were used (2944
processors in total).

We employed the generalized gradient approximation
exchange-correlation density functional of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE) [35] for the calculations. In order to be able to reach
very large system sizes we restricted our basis to a DZ (s2p2) after
checking with some tests in the smaller systems that there were no
big differences in the results performed with a DZP (s2p2d1) basis
or those computed with a plane waves code [36]. For both basis we
used a cutoff radius of 6.0 a.u. The calculations were performed
including spin polarization to be able to study the magnetization of
the system, using an electronic temperature of 6 K. For the cell
construction we used the lattice parameter obtained for the ideal
graphene system of 248 pm.

For the first part of the study of the magnetization induced by
the V1 for different cell sizes a real space grid equivalent to an en-
ergy cutoff of 200 Ry was used with a criteria for both electronic
and ionic relaxations of 1,10�6 Hartree and 1,10�4 Hartree/bohr
respectively. In order to study the evolution of the reconstruction of
the V1 with the size of the cell, the structures of the G(6 � 6),
G(12 � 12) and G(18 � 18) were optimized using equivalent
Gecentered k-points meshes of 13� 13� 1, 7� 7� 1 and 5� 5� 1
respectively. In the latter we stopped the structural optimization at
a slightly larger criterion (2,10�4 Hartree/bohr) due to extremely
long convergence times and for this reason no larger cells were
structurally explored. For the study of the magnetization depen-
dence with the cell and k-point mesh sizes, the G(6 � 6) recon-
struction was fixed for all of them and more atoms were added up
to the specific cell size. The calculations performed were static.

For very large k-points meshes in the larger cells, some calcu-
lations (see Fig. 3) were stopped with an electronic convergence
criterion of z5,10�5 Hartree always ensuring that the magneti-
zation had converged up to 1,10�4 mB.

Under typical experimental conditions, the interaction with the
substrate where the graphene is grown or supported induces a
finite strain. We have applied an external isotropic tensile strain to
the system to analyse the possible influence of different experi-
mental conditions in the properties of the graphene sheet. For the
exhaustive study of the magnetization evolution with strain, a
system consisting on two monovacancies (2V1) on a G(12 � 12) cell
was used. As the convergence of a single V1 per cell was very
demanding, another V1 was added to the system and located in the
other sublattice in such a way that the two vacancies were as far as



Fig. 1. Ball-and-stick scheme of the G(6 � 6) cell structure (unit cell highlighted in
blue) where the asymmetric reconstruction of the V1 can be seen (a�V1). The relevant
distances between atoms of the V1 are shown in the zoom of the top view of the cell
(red square). They can be compared to the reference ideal graphene distance which
according to our calculations is 248 pm. In the side view the z coordinates have been
multiplied by 10 to ease the visualization of the corrugation of the system which is
around 9 pm. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. a) Bands and b) DOS (calculated with a G�centered 100 � 100 � 1 k-point
mesh) of the G(6 � 6) þ V1 cell as shown in Fig. 1. In a) the graphene extended p band
is highlighted in purple. The blue circle shows the point where this band reaches the G
point of the Brillouin zone, which denotes a shift of the Dirac point, and the green
circle shows the Fermi wave vector (kF) of the V1 up�p band. In both a) and b) the main
states corresponding to the V1 are identified. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)

Fig. 3. a) Total magnetization for different cell sizes versus the number of k-points
used to converge the calculations. The solid points have been calculated with an
electronic convergence criterion of 1$10�6 Hartree while the open points have been
calculated with 5$10�5 Hartree, however, the magnetization is always converged up to
1$10�4 mB. b) Shift of the Dirac point (blue) and Fermi wave vector (kF) of the V1 up�p
band (green), both points highlighted in Fig. 2 for the G(6 � 6) þ V1 case. The best
converged results for each of the cell sizes studied in a) are shown. c) Comparison of
the bands efor the same energy range e of the smaller and bigger of all systems:
G(6 � 6) þ V1 (solid lines) vs G(30 � 30) þ V1 (in dashed lines). (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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possible to minimize interaction. This new system is easier to deal
with in terms of structural and energy convergence. A 5 � 5 � 1 k-
point mesh was used for the structure optimization while a larger
11 � 11 � 1 mesh was employed to get the electronic results; both
calculations employed finer electronic and ionic relaxation criteria
than in the previous part (1,10�7 Hartree and 5,10�5 Hartree/bohr
respectively). The study of the effect of the strain applied to the
system requires changing the cell size. For this reason, we chose to
fix the real space grid at (300, 300, 225) which corresponds to an
energy cutoff of 350 Ry for a G(12 � 12) with a strain of 5%
(z370 Ry for the non-strained cell). In this study, we have
considered the local magnetization of the vacancies as the average
of the absolute values of magnetic moment for each of the two
vacancies. This average cancels out the effect of a small asymmetry
in the filling of the four states (taking into account the k/-k sym-
metry) associated with the up�p1 (majority spin for vacancy 1) and
down�p2 (majority spin for vacancy 2) bands close to the Fermi
level. This asymmetry ethat appears due to numerical errors that
break the energy degeneracy of these two bands, and to the use of a
k-sampling that includes the G pointe induces a difference be-
tween the local magnetizations that scales as 1/(# of k points).
3. The magnetism of a single monovacancy on graphene

We start our study characterizing a small cell size, G(6 � 6), on
which the vacancies are separatedz1:5 nm, and their interaction is
strong. We get the a�V1 reconstruction (see Fig. 1) where the soft
bond distance is 209 pm and the formation energy 7.98 eV, in good
agreement with previous results [4]. The graphene layer is not
completely flat, it shows a topographic corrugation of 9 pm (see
Fig. 1). With a k-point mesh of 3 � 3 � 1, the V1 induces a magnetic
moment of 1.55 mB, again in good agreement with previous results
[11].

Its band structure and DOS are shown in Fig. 2. Both the local-
ized s bands, filled with one electron, and the semi-localized p

states associated with the V1 are clearly identified. The p band,
although very flat in some areas of the Brillouin zone, shows a
broadening of z75 meV due to the interaction. The high V1 con-
centration has also modified the Dirac point (see the blue circle in
Fig. 2a): i) it has been shifted towards positive energies (z0:25 eV)
and ii) a small gap is opened between the two Dirac cones. Since the
Dirac point is shifted towards positive energies, the extended states
of graphene transfer charge to the p state of the V1. However, due to
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the broadening of this band, the up�p state is not able to accom-
modate all this transferred charge, so the rest of the electronic
charge has to fill the next band which is the vacancy down�p state.
As a consequence, the magnetic moment is less than 2 mB and the
Fermi level is pinned in the down�p state. The precise value of the
magnetic moment is, therefore, related with the Fermi wave vector
(kF)ethe k vector of the last occupied statee associated with the
extended band and the semi-localized V1 up�p band. Both features
depend on i) the k-mesh used in the calculation and ii) the size of
the unit cell.

In Fig. 3a we show the values of the local magnetic moment as a
function of the number of k-points used in the calculation for
different cell sizes. We observed that the convergence with the k-
point mesh is very slow, and it requires z1000 k-points to reach
converged values, much larger meshes than have previously been
reported [4,11,21,25]. More importantly, as the p state associated
with the V1 is semi-localized, its correct description requires a large
number of k-points independently of the size of the cell. Our results
show that, in the converged limit, the local magnetic moment in-
creases with the cell size. Previous works have obtained the
opposite result probably due to the k-mesh used in their calcula-
tions [21].

Fig. 3b shows the Dirac point shift as a function of the cell size. It
tends to the Fermi level position for large sizes. The Fermi wave
vector (kF) ethe k vector of the last occupied statee of the V1 up�p

band is also displaced towards the G point (see Fig. 3b), reducing
the electron charge transferred from the up�p to the down�p band.
Fig. 3c shows a comparison between the band structure of the
G(6 � 6) þ V1 and G(30 � 30) þ V1 systems close to the Fermi level.
The reduction of both the Dirac point shift and the broadening of V1
p bands can be clearly observed. The exchange interaction between
the p bands and the single-occupied s state, i.e. the Hund's rule,
breaks the spin symmetry and splits the two bands. Our results
indicate that, in the limit of an isolated V1, the splitting between the
V1 up�p and down�p bands is complete, leading to a completely
filled V1 up�p band and an empty V1 down�p band, and, thus, a
local magnetic moment of 2 mB (1 mB from the flat sigma band plus
1 mB from this completely filled up�p band), as pointed out by the
calculations carried out with large clusters [24,25]. This solves the
discrepancy between the predictions based on DFT þ PBC and DFT
calculations using clusters [21,24,25].

We have to emphasize that our assignment of a local magnetic
moment of 2 mB for the isolated vacancy limit requires the combi-
nation of two results: (i) the increasing values of the magnetization
for larger unit cells shown in Fig. 3a, and (ii) the evolution with cell
size of the Dirac point and the kF of the V1 up�p band illustrated in
Fig. 3b and c, that points towards a complete filling in the limit of a
single vacancy.

This very gradual evolution of the band is related with the slow
spatial decay of the semilocalized state associated with the mon-
ovacancy. Even for our larger cell sizes, the semilocalized states
from defects belonging to different cells are still interacting with
each other. This effect is unavoidable in the type of calculation we
are performing eDFT with periodic boundary conditions (PBC)e
and produces a partial band filling. In the diluted limit e where
these states do not interact with each othere they are either totally
empty or totally filled, making the total magnetic moment to be
either 1 mB or 2 mB respectively. In spite of their limitations, DFT-PBC
calculations do allow us to determine the evolution of the filling of
that band. Our results reveal a clear trend, slow but steady, in the
magnetization and the evolution of the up�p band that suggests
that this band is going to be completely filled in the limit of low
defect concentration, leading to a magnetic moment of 2 mB.

These calculations for the evolution of the magnetic moment
have been carried out by fixing the vacancy structure relaxed for
the G(6 � 6) cell, but the possible influence of the changes in the
relaxation for larger cells has also been considered. Our analysis
shows that the main features of the structure, in particular the
length of the soft bond, converge quite rapidly: this bond length is
209 pm in the G(6 � 6), decreases for the G(12 � 12) down to 201
pm, and keeps a very similar value, 200 pm, for the G(18 � 18).
Moreover, we have checked that the local magnetic moments ob-
tained from fully relaxed calculations on these larger cells are
almost identical to the ones determined from static calculations
using the V1 structure relaxed for the smaller G(6 � 6) unit cell.
Thus, we have confirmed that, even for the cases where the soft
bond distance is not totally converged, the local magnetic moment
is not affected.

We have studied the stability of the a�V1 reconstruction versus
the s�V1 structure of the V1 as experiments have reported both
reconstructions [6,14,15,37]. The s�V1 reconstruction is not stable
according to our calculations. Anyway, we have optimized the
interatomic distances of the 3 atoms performing constrained cal-
culations of this symmetric V1. We found that the V1 is slightly
expanded with respect to the ideal graphene lattice distances (250
pm vs 248 pm for the reference) and in this case there is no
corrugation induced on the sheet. The energetic difference be-
tween this s�V1 configuration and the a�V1 stable reconstruction is
around 350 meV for the G(6 � 6) cell. Our DFT-MD simulations at
room temperature show that the a�V1 reconstruction is main-
tained also at finite temperatures. These facts support the inter-
pretation of the experimental evidence for a s�V1 reconstruction
found with different experimental techniques (including STM [9]
and TEM [15]) as a result of the overlap of the three possible
a�V1 structure orientations of the. V1.

4. Effects of isotropic in-plane strain in the magnetism of
monovacancies

Real graphene sheets are not in their equilibrium state. The
substrate, the boundary conditions, the temperature or the envi-
ronment induce a strain field on the graphene layers. Moreover,
strain engineering in graphene has been proposed to tune their
electronic properties, in particular the magnetism [26,38]. There-
fore, we have also studied the stability and the variation of the
magnetic moments induced by the V1 as a function of an external
isotropic strain applied to the layer. We have fixed our attention in
the stretching as previous works focused on other regimes [26].

The large computational cost required to converge the previous
calculations prohibited this characterization in the systems (a sin-
gle V1 per unit cell) showed above. We have realized that the
electronic convergence is faster for V1 coupled antiferromagneti-
cally, this occurs when the V1 are located in different graphene
sublattices. Also, the size of the unit cell cannot be very large.
Therefore, due to these limitations, we have carried out the study of
strain in a G(12 � 12) cell with two V1 in opposite sublattices (see
Fig. 4).

We have applied an in-plane strain, relaxing all the atoms and
calculating the local magnetic moment associated with each V1. As
the vacancies interact with each other, we have obtained their local
magnetic moment as the addition of the moments of the atoms
inside a region around each V1. These regions, highlighted in yellow
andmagenta in the ball-and-stickmodel inside the bottom panel of
Fig. 4, have been chosen to treat both vacancies on an equal footing
and maximize the number of atoms that contribute to the calcu-
lation, avoiding any overlap between the areas associated to each
defect.

In Fig. 4 we also show the absolute value of the average local
magnetic moment of a V1 as a function of the applied strains. The
higher panels show the spin density map around the vacancies, as



Fig. 4. (bottom) Local magnetization (orange) and evolution of the distances between
the three atoms of the V1 (green) for the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 system. We have included a
reference dashed line (also in green) with distances corresponding to a pristine gra-
phene layer under strain. The atoms of the equivalent regions used to calculate the
local magnetization of each V1 are shown in the ball-and-stick scheme inside the plot
(highlighted in yellow and magenta). In the gray area, the a�V1 (asymmetric) structure
found at the equilibrium is preserved while for the rest of the plot the most favourable
solution is the qs�V1. Atomic magnetic moments (upper panel) and spin density (lower
panel) for the a�V1 structure at 0% strain (framed in blue) and the qs�V1 configuration
at 10% strain (framed in purple) are shown. In the upper panels, each atom is painted in
blue or red depending on its total magnetic polarization according to the Mulliken spin
populations. The darker the colour of the atom (either blue or red) the higher the
magnetic moment for this atom. The location of the V1 is highlighted in yellow. Below
each magnetization map we show the spin density of the same region. Maps for strain
values corresponding to the same V1 structure are alike. (A colour version of this figure
can be viewed online.)

Fig. 5. Energy difference for the two different spin distributions studied for the
G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 system: the a�V1 and the qs�V1. The points represented have been
computed for cases on which we have managed to converge both solutions. The solid
line has been calculated through the subtraction of the fitting curves of the energy data
for each solution. This curve not only reproduces remarkably well the calculated points
but predicts quite accurately the transition state and the behaviour in the low-strain
side. According to this curve the a�V1 solution is stable up to a ~2% strain (range
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well as the moments associated with the atoms. The gray area in
Fig. 4 emphasizes the region (strains <2%) where the same 5e9
a�V1 solution [11] found in the equilibrium state (strain of 0%) is
preserved. The V1 of this system at a strain of 0% present a soft-bond
distance of 201 pm and as higher strains are applied the soft dimer
bond is elongated but still exists (see green lines in Fig. 4). In this
region the local magnetic moment of the V1 increases z9% with
respect to the equilibrium upon extension (z2%) and abruptly
decreases upon compression in agreement with previous results
[26].

Around a stretching strain of 2% we can see a transition into a
different solution. This new state is mainly characterized by a
change in the reconstruction of the vacancies which turns into a
structure close to the s�V1 configuration, where the soft bond has
effectively disappeared, and the distances among the three atoms
in the V1 are very similar (e.g. 294 pm, 294 pm and 304 pm for a 5%
strain). Thus, we will denominate it as quasi-symmetric recon-
struction (qs�V1). The higher the strain the closer the reconstruc-
tion is to a s�V1. Fig. 4 shows the structural evolution of the V1
through the bond distances between the three atoms surrounding
it which can be compared. The plot also shows a comparison
against the corresponding values for pristine graphene.

While the new qs�V1 structure is geometrically more
symmetric, the opposite happens with the magnetic distribution.
The local spin density shows two atoms of the V1 occupied by the
majority spin and the other by the minority spin. In spite of this
change in the magnetic distribution, the total magnetic moment
remains fairly constant, reaching a saturation value z10% larger
than the value in the equilibrium. This high-strain solution is stable
up to strains of 12% where the structure of the full sheet is broken
with the cracks starting in the vacancy.

The transition between solutions takes place due to the
competition between the magnetic and mechanical contributions
to the energy depending on the strain. Beyond the 2% strain the
Jahn-Teller distortion that created the 5e9 reconstruction becomes
unstable since the double occupied s state associated with the soft
dimer bond increases its energy upon stretching. Then, a new
magnetic solution [26]eassociated with a newway to fill the states
created by the V1e becomes comparable in energy with the pre-
vious solution. This new configuration is characterized by the filling
of the three s states associated with each atom of the V1 with just
one electron �2 of themwith majority spin and the other with the
minority onee leaving the total magnetism associated with the s

states equal to 1 mB as in the previous solution. On the other hand,
the semi-localized p state is mainly occupied with the majority
spin. As a result, the spin behaviour is as showed in the spinmaps in
Fig. 4. For strains larger than 3%, this new solution becomes the
most stable as can be seen in Fig. 5 where energy differences be-
tween solutions are shown.

We have seen how the magnetization of graphene with V1 de-
fects changes by applying an external in-plane strain to the system.
Themagnetism is stable and does not disappear with the strain. We
mainly see a decrease upon compression and an increase upon
extension of the layer. Apart from the known a�V1 solution for
lower strains, we have found a transition to a qs�V1 structure
around strains of 2% that is characterised by a new magnetic dis-
tribution with the three s states associated with the V1 single
electronically occupied. Moreover, we have explored a different
arrangement of V1 to analyse the influence of the relative location
on these defects obtaining very similar results.
highlighted with a grey shadow). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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5. Mechanical properties of graphene tailored with
monovacancies

Monovacancies, besides inducing magnetism in graphene, can
also tune its mechanical properties even at low concentrations [12].
AFM microscopy indentation experiments have concluded that a
low concentration of V1 in graphene increases its effective stiffness
and reduces its fracture strength [12].

The latter is an expected behaviour for defected covalent solids
and it can be explained by classical mechanics [4,31]. However, the
modifications observed in the effective Young's modulus are un-
expected and its origin is still unclear. It has been suggested that
this behaviour is due to the dependency of the mechanical prop-
erties of 2D membranes on the flexural modes and thermal fluc-
tuations. However, a fundamental, atomistic explanation is still
missing. Our large scale simulations of V1 in graphene allow us to
compute the real 2D Young modulus, the strain fields generated by
the V1 and their effect in the out-of-plane modes. The analysis of
these results sheds light on the origin of the experimental
observations.

5.1. Effect of the monovacancies in the graphene mechanical in-
plane response

The calculated energy variations per unit cell of both the pristine
layer and the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 system as a function of an isotropic
in-plane strain applied to the layer are shown in Fig. 6. The defect
has slightly shifted the minimum towards negative strains. The
inset of Fig. 6 shows the energy variation when stretching the layer
up to the rupture. The failure strain is z12%, smaller than in pris-
tine graphene (>20%) and in agreement with previous results
[39e41]. The green curve is the derivative of the energy variation
with respect to the strain. Total-energy calculations of graphene
give access to the 2D bulk modulus, B, through the relation

DE
Acell

¼ B
2

DAcell

Acell

� �2
: (1)

DE corresponds to the energy differences and DAcell to the
change of the unit-cell area Acell obtained by an assumed tension.
Fig. 6. Comparison between the energy response to an isotropic in-plane strain of the
G(12 � 12) and the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 systems. The energy variation curve is shown in
orange and the derivative of this energy with respect to the strain is depicted in green
(solid/open circles are the calculated data for G(12 � 12)/G(12 � 12) þ 2V1, solid/
dashed lines are the respective 4th order polynomial fits). In the inset, we show the
energy variation curve for the full range on which calculations for the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1

were performed. A grey shade marks the strain region shown in the main plot. (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
The 2D bulk modulus can be written in terms of the Young's
modulus for 2D samples, E2D, and the in-plane Poisson coefficient, n
(taken here as 0.165, the Poisson's ratio for graphite in the basal
plane [42]), as follows

B ¼ E2D
2 1� nð Þ: (2)

In turn, E2D, can be expressed in terms of the elastic constants
C11, C12 and an arbitrary thickness of the graphene monolayer h
(usually taken as the graphite interlayer distance, h ¼ 335 pm) as

E2D ¼ h
C2
11 � C2

12
C11

: (3)

As expected, but contrary to the experimental results, the pris-
tine graphene (E2D ¼ 349 N/m, B ¼ 209 N/m) is stiffer than the
defective graphene (E2D ¼ 321 N/m, B ¼ 192 N/m).

The results that we present are simulations that can be
compared with an ideal system at zero or very low temperature.
However, experiments are done at room temperature and, in
membranes and 2D materials, thermal fluctuations play a relevant
role in themechanical properties [43e45]. The energy dispersion of
the flexural modes induces important out-of-plane corrugations
with large wave lengths in the layers. Moreover, the out-of-plane
modes depend on the in-plane strain field [45e47]. So the ques-
tion that arises is: could the V1 induce a strain field able to modify
the out-of-plane modes and, therefore, the mechanical properties
of graphene layers at finite temperatures?

5.2. The strain field induced by monovacancies in graphene

We have calculated, as a representation of the strain field, the
average bond distance map for different V1 concentrations and
external strains. We have defined the average bond distance as the
mean nearest-neighbour distance of each atom referred to the ideal
graphene nearest-neighbour distance for each of the external
strains applied. In Fig. 7a, we show the result for the G(6 � 6) þ V1
system. Blue atoms have larger average bond distances than in
pristine graphene whereas red atoms have shorter average bond
distances. The Jahn-Teller distortion induces the formation of the
soft bond and, as a consequence, the graphene lattice at both sides
of the bond is stretched. On the contrary, in the perpendicular di-
rection of the soft bond the atoms around the V1 (in red) are
compressed in a figure-of-8-like structure.

Upon reduction of V1 concentration (simulated by increasing the
unit cell size), a similar strain field appears. However, while the
compressed 8-shaped area remains localized around the V1 and
does not significantly depend on V1 concentration, the stretched
area spreads in a larger region around the V1 as the cell size is
increased (see Fig. 7aee for the G(6 � 6) þ V1, the two
G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 with V1 in different arrangements, the
G(12� 12)þ V1 and the G(18� 18)þ V1 cells). Most importantly, in
all cases, the stretching of the lattice is always predominant over
the compression. This total effect is also confirmed by the
displacement of the energy minimum, with respect to the clean
graphene case, towards negative strain values as shown in Fig. 6.

We have also studied the effect of the V1 arrangement in the
induced strain fields. In the G(12� 12)þ 2V1 systemwe have tested
two different arrangements (see Fig. 7b,c). The main results
explained above related with the stretched/compressed areas still
hold for both distributions. However, the results point out that the
induced strain fields are controlling the atomic structure of the
ground state: after careful optimization of the structures, the soft
bond is formed between the two atoms of each V1 such that the
overlap of both compressed areas and each stretched area with the



Fig. 7. Comparison between the average bond distance map (top panels) and corrugation (bottom panels) for different V1 concentrations (G(6 � 6) þ V1, G(12 � 12) þ 2V1,
G(12 � 12) þ V1 and G(18 � 18) þ V1) and different vacancies arrangements (two different ones for the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 case). In the average bond distance maps, the red colour
corresponds to compressed atoms (closer to their nearest neighbours than in pristine graphene) and the stretched atoms (farther than in the perfect surface) are depicted in blue,
being most of the atoms around a ±0.5%. The 8 shape of the compressed region is highlighted in orange for the lowest concentration case. In the corrugation maps the locations of
the V1 are highlighted in red and the corrugation value (represented by the difference between the black and white atoms in the colour scale) for each case is provided. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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compressed area of the other V1 are minimized. Therefore, the V1
are interacting through their induced strain fields.

In Fig. 7fej we also show the corrugation map for each case. The
creation of the reconstructed vacancy induces a stress in the gra-
phene layer. This stress is relaxed by inducing both an in-plane
strain field and a small out-of-plane deformation of the layer.
This corrugation pattern does not follow the in-plane strain field
but is mostly controlled by the boundary conditions, i.e. the cell
shape. This is clearly seen comparing the two G(12 � 12) þ 2V1
cases (Fig. 7b,c,g and h): the corrugation maps are very similar
whereas the strain field is significantly affected by the V1 location
and orientation. The induced corrugation converges toz13 pm for
unit cells larger than the G(12 � 12) case.

Furthermore, we have also checked that an applied external
strain does not substantially modify the average bond distance
maps in the range where the 5e9 reconstruction is preserved. In
our calculations on the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 system, the bond stands
the extra stretching of the lattice up to an external strain of 2%.
Fig. 8. a) Average bond distance map for the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 system at the equi-
librium (0% strain). b) Average bond distance map for the same system at a strain of
10%. In the average bond distance maps, bonds shorter than the distance of the
strained ideal graphene are coloured in red while the stretched bonds are painted in
blue. In the case of the equilibrium solution the dimer is regarded as a bonded pair of
atoms, that is the reason why is depicted in blue (stretched). In both maps the sym-
metry of the correspondent deformation field is depicted with black dashed lines. In all
cases the position of an example V1 of each sublattice is highlighted in yellow. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
Then, it breaks and the reconstruction changes to the qs�V1
structure inducing changes in the strain field generated by the V1:
the bonds (compared to the strained pristine graphene bonds) are
now compressed (see Fig. 8). However, for most cases, in particular
for thermal fluctuations and AFM indentation experiments
[12,27,46] strains suffered by a graphene layer in a realistic envi-
ronment are much smaller than 2%.

In conclusion, our results show that the V1 are effectively
stretching the layer. Next, we show how this V1-induced strain field
Fig. 9. Out-of-plane energy curves for atoms in different regions of the V1-induced
strain field. The ball-and-stick scheme shows the location of the atoms analysed which
are depicted in the same colour as its corresponding energy curve. In the calculations
we fix the given atom at a certain dz displacement with respect to its equilibrium
height and optimize the structure within a radius of 573 pm. The rest of the atoms of
the sheet are also fixed during the optimization. As an example, a circle containing all
the atoms that have been relaxed in the calculations around the atom 3 has been
highlighted in green. The location of the V1 is painted in yellow. The colour code (red
for compressed bond atoms and blue for stretched bond atoms) used for the average
bond distance maps is preserved to ease visualization and comparison. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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modifies the strength of the out-of-plane modes.

5.3. Monovacancy-induced strain field effect on out-of-plane
deformations

The effect of the V1 in the out-of-plane modes can be seen in
Fig. 9. The energy curves for small out-of-plane displacements are
calculated for atoms located in the compressed, stretched and
neutral areas of the G(12 � 12) þ 2V1 strain field map (the strain
field colour code is included in the ball-and-stick scheme of Fig. 9).
The pristine graphene energy curve is shown also as a reference
(black curve in Fig. 9). For an atom in the neutral area we exactly
recover what we had for the ideal system (see orange line in Fig. 9).
For atoms in the stretched areas (which take up most of the sheet
surface), we clearly see an increasing of the stiffness while the
compressed areas present a softer behaviour. Therefore, our cal-
culations point out that the extra strain induced by the presence of
the V1 in the sheet makes the system stiffer for out-of-plane dis-
placements than the ideal system. As a consequence, this could
quench some of the fluctuations of the graphene layer and tune the
mechanical properties related with the thermal fluctuations as the
effective stiffness [12] or the negative thermal expansion coeffi-
cient [45,48].

6. Conclusions

We have analysed the magnetic and mechanical properties
induced by V1 in graphene. We have concluded that the magneti-
zation of the system for low V1 concentrations tends to a value of
2 mB, contrary to previous works in extended systems calculated
with PBC, and supporting the results of cluster calculations. This
discrepancy can be explained in terms of the huge cell size and fine
k-point meshes required to converge the magnetism of the system
in calculations with extended systems. Moreover, we have seen
that the magnetism of a V1 can be tuned by applying an external in-
plane strain getting an increasing of a 10% on the magnetization
upon stretching. We have found a transition around a strain of 2%
between the well-known a�V1 solution and a qs�V1, one on which
the soft dimer bond of the a�V1 reconstruction is broken, leading to
an almost symmetric configuration with a different electronic
structure.

We have also shown that the V1 affect the mechanical properties
through the strain field induced by the soft bond that stretches the
graphene lattice around the V1. Our results show that this
stretching stiffens the out-of-plane modes of the layer. This extra
energy cost quenches these fluctuations, possibly leading to an
increase of the effective stiffness of the graphene and to the
reduction of the absolute value of the negative thermal expansion
coefficient in defective graphene samples.
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